Gareth Bowen on Why double standards and treating people different or not by the book always
leads to the escalating spiral of all out war and the utter annihilation of all person kind.
Gareth Bowen on Why ultras vires democracies forgetting their remit and ignoring the fundamental
principles of liberty, freedom and human rights who try to obfuscate or rewrite the book in a
negative way always leads to people walking and that escalating spiral of all out war and the utter
annihilation of all person kind.
Democracy and government is supposed to be the coming together of all people to seek solutions in
improving the quality of life for everyone involved.
When they ignore people or groups or try to exclude them via censorship, or force they go against
that remit of improving life and just sow the seeds of conflict and war which always comes back on
them and destroys their own happiness and quality of life further down stream.
This is why it is in a persons self interest to stop fucking people over, and look to seeking solutions
that help not only themselves out but other people as well.
Kindness,, respect a smile cost nothing and help you and other people out notwithstanding the risk
of a smile that gets you into a conversation with a women that escalates into you getting on well,
falling in love, having sex and then one of the parties walking leaving the other person so utterly
crushed and hart broken for centuries that you never go there again, but you didn’t need to let it get
that far, all you had to do was stick to the funder-mental principles and refuse to bend to
compromises that sell you and the human race down the river in full.
Balance, humility, respect and the ability to reason, listen and explain concepts things in a way that
the other person can hopefully absorb quickly and easily in the minimum time frame.
Learn to tell the truth the whole truth early as if they are compatible they will hear you out, and if
not you save yourself a lot of unnecessary hassle and time.
In dating this usually involves a women shouting and screaming trying to get you to submit, them
storming off never speaking to you again, only to show up again later a few months down the line
when they put it together and realise you were right all along, but only works if you don’t chase,
beg or try to get them back.
Same in legal circles, if your right your right, the falling for the old hurting someone’s experiences
trap and trying to console their feelings as you panic and back down unclear of your own mind
always leads to trouble and sends the wrong message as they usually go on the attack.
That’s not to say you can’t factor in a new concept or logic or strategy which when reasoned out
would be a better course to follow in improving the quality of your own life and everyone else’s as
well. Avoiding the onset of war is generally a good thing but that is usually done at the
neighbourhood level or in school before people feel the need to walk, build their power hierarchies,
armies and everything else as the tit for tat escalating counter accusations over what strategy is
better in the long term for everyone’s survival and happiness can get really stupid very fast.
Judges, corporations and politicians are expected to be able to reason everyone out and explain the
reason why they are doing a particular course of action and be able to explain how they think that
help everyone out, that gives people an opportunity to point out problems or things that have been

over looked so they can be factored in and adjustments made to improve the quality of life for
everyone more efficiently and the onuce should be on people needing to do less, not more.
If democracy and people had got their act together their would be no need for armies, the police the
courts or almost any other profession, as that lot generally only seems to stem from the from the
fact that some governments, corporations and individuals have been fucking over people over for
centuries.
Those who try to assert their authority over others or ge people to do what they want via the whip,
threats, reprisals, blackmail or torture who continue to chose to rule by fear just lead to their own
destruction and their name being remembered by mud for all time.
Yes the strategy seems to work for some given the stupidity and brain washing of the masses and
those who sell their fellow man out purely in the hope that any war or conflict doesn’t catchup with
them later and yet it does.
Take the British press and the onset of world war II, everyone ignoring the rise of fascism saying
nothing and then one day everyone finds that they are the ones who are having bombs dropped on
them, or them being shot, tortured or rounded up and killed whether it be in concentration camps or
so called T 4 mental health wards as evil tightens it’s grip and control.
Beware those who seek to disarm and silence people from being heard.
Anyone fighting to defend the rights and freedoms of humanity will always be able to explain why
they have choosen a particular course of action and be able to cover all arguments and points raised.
Judges, police forces and psychologists who seek to deliberately misquote, to hide to censor
explanations and refuse to cover arguments off, or explain the reasons why they think a different
course of action are generally regarded as evil and the people responsible for the deaths, torture and
suffering of all people at any time in present day and history.
For that reason alone they shouldn’t be in charge of anything and people should be thought not to
listen or follow their commands, even if some demonstrate a scary voice when annoyed.
If someone asks you to kill, hurt, maim or torture someone who doesn’t consent to it you itgnore the
order or take the person given the ultra vires command down immediately so they can no longer do
any more harm.
Following an order that is wrong is a crime against humanity and puts the entire planet or your
entire institution at risk as well as opens you up to being penalised, tortured, killed or other reprisals
at a later date when the wheel turns and the people you we’re fucking over come after you in full
notwithstanding that generally leads to the continuation of war rather than the settlement of peace.
Most people just want an end to suffering, misery, famine and war therefore the earlier people
change their ways and start being honest, explaining how their strategy improves the quality of all
life.
One strategy to improve life is to use democracy but if some people or minorities are getting
penalised or punished and the system refuses to remove those people abusing it’s principles then the
vote is not worth the paper it’s printed on, that is why some always sought to look at other strategies
such as tit for tat counter reprisals and yet that just gives evil an excuse to try and use security as an

excuse for destroying more personal freedoms notwithstanding that looses them more of their own
people and undermines their own position as almost everyone stops listening and walks.
A simple word, or explanation or example of why a course of action will most likely cause you a
problem later on and has been demonstrated time and time again in history can be enough to avoid
an inter planetary war assuming the principles and the reasons are understood.
One hoped that war memorials, and the mass raves from genocide and the lessons of the horrors of
the T 4 wards and the reason why human rights treaties were signed and put in place would have
been enough to teach people not to follow that path, and yet history repeats and the modern day
press again repeat the errors of yesterday via censoring people and rather then clearing the air early
and giving them press they shut up and walk, thus allowing more problems to build elsewhere and if
problems are allowed to continue unattended more and more people die.
Way too many people in Britain have been reported dead or starved to death by a system that no
longer cares as it’s population has been brain washed to think for their own survival and yet if
people are starving to death or going without a home, then there is more risk that they will get
killed, robbed or hurt in the street, as if you didnt care about them, why should they care about you?
Laurance of arabia or the good Samaritan (going from memory) for example when the wheel turns,
time moves on and the person you fucked over or helped is in a position to help or turn a blind eye
to your own plight.
Memories are long, and I have witnessed britain and the NHS torturing and doing medical
experimentation on people in britain, as I Was one of the people they injected and used force against
to inject with drugs I didnt need.
Purely to stop me doing anything like writing an essay or pointing their abuses out.
Therefore I know people do get killed and assassinated in that system. Dr Shipman, the angel of
death serial killer in the states and various nurses that have admitted and been sentence to having
murdered in cold blood the people they were supposed to help and that is before you consider the
possibility that some are actually trying to help and just fuck up like when they accidently slip and
cut a penis off in a circumcision are examples of why anyone with a brain avoids the NHS in it’s
entirety.
How can you be sure what is accidental or deliberate in a system like that given they have
demonstrated the willingness to torture people a line I never thought Britain would cross and yet
even after world war II and doing research people point out abuses in kenya, northern ireland,
cyprus ireland and else where.
Hardly surprising everyone broke away and told Britain to go fuck itself. American war of
independence fo example, bravehart the patriot and all those other last of the mohican concepts
discarded and ignored.

On 13/4/2017 I was showed up at a GP to see a Dr steven Wihitfield because I was required to in
order for a DVLA driving licence to be renewed, the doctor said he didn’t know what the words to
the tick boxes meant, and refused to look them up or do a web search on what constituted that
definition and he ticked them anyway purely on the grounds some other doctor had, and yet he was
being paid for a medical opinion.

Not a good sign and generally evidence people like that should be disbarred. All people should be
able to say how they formulated their conclusions and what evidence and reasons they used to
justify it, and yet doctors, psychologists, courts and politicians aren’t.
At no point have I ever seen an explanation saying why someone is a risk to be detained, they just
refer to a word which they don’t understand and hope that justifies it, it doesn’t.
Britain is detaining people for political, religious and scientific knowledge, belief and curiosity.
I had hoped the signing of the Geneva convention had seen those horrors of yesterday gone by, and
yet I find people in my area who one would have thought would have known better are and do
commit those atrocities.
If they have stopped in the interim, I haven’t been notified or told at the very least I know they still
work on those wards.
Which generally indicates why your country is screwed.
I saw clip on you tube of a comedian saying Britain has no political prisoners at a charity event and
it was dated around the time I was detained. The fact people still believe that crap is scary in the
extreme.
All prisoners are political based on the simple concept that what constitutes a crime in democracy is
generally deemed to what everyone else says is a crime. That in itself is a political point of view.
However someone people try to look beyond politics to logic, reason and common sense in order to
establish what is just and fare. And that usually gets simplified o freewill and consent as any
concept of trying to force your will on another who doesn’t consent is generally regarded as wrong
and a reason to come to their aid if they require it.
People, governments, countries and organisations who ignore consent and try to impose their will
and authority on others via greater numbers like xerses from the film 300 generally just get told to
go to hell, as people have the right to make their own decisions and live in peace.
Most people are open to suggestions and ideas which can help themselves and other people out, but
a strategy or showing up with guns and using violence to threaten people does not win anyone over
and generally means you have to watch your back for all eternity and I don’t know about you but I
always favoured being able to relax and feel safe in the place I am living.
King herrod in the bible, Joseph, Conan the barbarian and various other films in fiction and in
reality generally highlight that those people who are fucking people over really aren’t thinking very
far ahead at all.
someone did relay a message once via clairaudience that someone was coming in to reinforce a
position, however reincarnation and stories in the bible aside where kind Herrod tried to stop
someone being reborn to fuck him over. I have no evidence to take it as fact, mealy a possibility and
it doesn’t change anything at this end either as people are free to make their own minds up.

Assuming you are covered because someone else says so, or reports what someone else is up to or
is thinking doesnt necessary make it so unless you verify for yourself and double check and then
youb either go by what they have given away or if they tend to do what they say.
Stories of american Indians [need to look the name up again] where prophets which were deemed
fake because they were told someone would help and didn’t are examples of why perhaps someone
needed to be dispatched at that point to speak to that group to get confirmation in person or
guarantees.
And even then force majure and other problems get in the way so anyone assuming anyone is going
to do or be in a position to show and bail your ass out is not recommended at all. At the very least
you have your own skill set and any resources you have access to at this current time, any help
beyond that is a bonus but not guaranteed.
Better to expect nothing and be surprised if it works, and or if others show, or help out elsewhere
and remember some are so too faced better not to have them around.
Given the apparent rise of stupid people conditioned to vote and be subservient to serve evil out of
personal fear I am not sure even that strategy works, as one generally assumes evil will over run a
position while everyone looks away.
I would rather problems were avoid before the bad guy from pitch black or escape from sobibor
shows up as being the guy who speaks up to tell evil to go fuck itself before getting shot, while
useful to send the message to everyone else that they are screwed and really need to start thinking
about what they are going to do, I’d have much rather they had not let that type of thing get
established or get a foot hold in the first place and yet they voted trump in why?
None consensual Torture always alienates the people, causes people to break away and the
introduction of war, he strategy has never worked and never will.
To win people over it is much better to do it in writing witch logic, reason and example
notwithstanding I have no issue with it being done in film, art or anything else as anything that
broadens thinking and gets the point across is generally deemed a good thing notwithstanding some
teaching concepts seem to work better on some people then others.
Langoudoc france with the cathars, witch burnings and other occurrences still resonate and point
out that the very notion of anyone being subservient to anyone is wrong notwithstanding I am ok
with information distribution networks that help spread knowledge and better suggestions of doing
things to help more people out and improve the quality of life for all on and off earth.
[their were people on a space station in orbit last I checked and people so seem to be trying their
best to escape this planet for freedom as well]
he who breaks his dependencies and need for others and reliant on less is generally deemed by me
to have more skill and charisma then those went the other way,
what do you want those resources for that your not using? If they can be used better by other people
than perhaps you should consider letting others have them instead, thus improving the wealth gap,

as if people have a home and the ability to feed themselves they are much less likely to cause you
problems down stream.
Riots break out all the time because of the abuses of government, the courts, the police, the nhs and
the system and yet still they try to control the air waves with propaganda which states it is not their
fault, if people are rebelling and your in charge of keeping people happy, your the ones to blame for
all the suffering and misery and problems that rippled throughout history because of your inability
to listen, explain or think of anyone else apart from your own selfish arrogance and greed.
As we the people or at least myself, only do things because we choose to, and short term comprises
of bowing to fear always back fire.
Better to be shot in the head standing up to a tyrant as in escape from sobibor then to humour or
justify their crimes.
In the film divergent my view is when the ruler asks you to kill the unarmed person who isn’t
attacking you or anyone else at the time, and hands you the gun to do it on pain of your life or
theirs, check to see if there is ammo in the clip, check to see if the safety is off then shoot the ruler
giving you the ultra vires command who is abusing human rights and their remit for office in the
head, no person or god or being has the right to give that order at all, and if he is justifying he is just
passing an order on, tell them to go to hell and that that order is wrong and give them a lecture on
why and how they are behaving like an unthinking slave.
When people gform armies it to protect themselves and other people they care about from someone
who is seeking to enslave and destroy their life.
That means human rights the right to life and liberty is the essential to their remit as they are not
formed to kill and enslave but to protect to help and to improve lives.
Anyone bombing civilians and taking life rather than defending it is breaking the law for want of a
better word as they cease to be helping humanity at that point and instead become a problem for it.
So easy to turn off the path of helping people to go the other way, and yet perhaps there is hope that
others can adjust their ways and start implementing strategies and tactics that get back to the remit
of improving the quality of life for all life and all humanity.
And yet that is the dilema how to point out problems early so they are taken seriously and remove
the risk whether by human incompetence or worse deliberate acts to safeguard the people who are
still enjoying life and the futures and lives of all those who enjoy life on the prime material plane.
The fact the dali lama turned a blind eye to the expansion of the medial industry trying to brain
washing and enslave the kids at a peace conference which feature lady gaga annoyed.
As people need to be taught to assess their own risks, no one should do anything, it is mealy a
suggestion and people are expected to make their own god damn mind up and use common sense,
the medical industry has demonstrated that it does medical experimentation on the people, look at
them trialling the birth control pill on mental health patients in the 50;s or Germany’s 1933
sterilisation program and that is before you consider all the vaccination fuck up that lead to lives
being destroyed.
zero confidence in their ability to do anything, they rarely if ever explain how they formulated
conclusions, always demonstrate bullshit and try to over complicate everything done.

No one has the right to impose their will on another who doesn’t consent to it. No one has the right
to dictate or enforce on another what is deemed good for them, they have a brain they are entitled to
use it and that is why I never understood the logic in drugs war.
Ingesting a substance no matter how foolhardy when risk of death is considered, is a matter of
choice anyone arguing they needed them people for work really should have shut up and done the
job themselves , learn to grow your own food and learn to defend yourself, as the person fighting
for the principle of personal choice when it doesn’t impact on anyone else is in the right.
If you respected those rights you wouldn’t need to be funding the armies you hide behind, as no one
would care. Your police and courts, and lawyers would bee redundant jobs as well as accountancy
as it would all be transparent and people would know where they stood with the tax system and
everything else.
And your propaganda and brain washing of the people doesn’t work on me, as I know your
detaining peopoe for political belief if people are lashing out in what your all terrorists acts its
because they are frustrated with how the system that you are abusing no longer works for the
people, that is because your police forces and other officials are using one law or going one way for
for some people and other laws or another way for other people, you are applying double standards
there is no justice in any of you, your all unfit for office and you’ve bullshitted me and the people
way too much throughout life.
My deceleration of independence in 2009 was mealy a futile desperate gesture to remind people that
we work together because we want to , we aren’t slaves and that justice is supposed to be applied
equally regardless of the numbers involved. One person has the same rights and protection in law as
does another regardless of how many troops they employ or nukes they own.
Double standards all round instead of helping people your government has turned to enslaving,
brain washing and torturing people and that doesn’t help them out and it certainly doesn’t help you
out if and when they get their act together and you go down.
look at saddam husain and gadaffi and what makes you think if you do live to old age, that your
going to be safe when you cross over to the next plane of existence? Or if you get dropped back into
physical form again in some god forsaken country you could have helped, via demonstrating good
leadership and good logic that helped through example improve yours and everyone else’s lives.
Turning your back on people and ignoring them, stupid mistake.
Too much hypocrisy in government, too little sense no long term strategy as they focus on their own
petty position at the expense of other peoples which in turn just means they get wiped off the map
by what was their own side until they compromised their integrity, and lied or demonstrate double
standards or just well focused on person greed rather then the remit of office which was helping all
people out.
Police forces that say were not helping you or writing complaints up because we don’t like your
politics generally are considered proof that the system is spiralling to war, and that those forces are
responsible for all wars an earth and destruction of the planet.
That is why it is in the public interest to either force them to treat all people equally and go by the
book under the understanding that safeguards the system, or fire all their asses or come up with an

alternative as using public money to fund corporations or institutions which are generating more
problems and more misery then hey solve is not a good move at all.
It is in the public interest for everyone to have a place to live which they enjoy and feel happy in,
and for all to be able to eat and enjoy what life has to offer as not doing that always leads to those
stressful interludes that reoccur way too much in the history books which I myself and think many
others would have avoided, as I know their were better things I wanted to be doing with my time.
However that plan went out the window, so yeah what ever there.
So through your own incompetence you have chosen war instead of good sex, love and erotic
pleasure.
Good for you, I will make the necessary adjustments and when the time is right come and kick your
ass around the playground floor assuming someone else doesn’t before as I so wanted to have fun
this time around and all time, you assholes you all.
Meanwhile adiou and auvoir for now.
What am i trying to do or achieve with this again?
Whatever, Think, look ahead and do unto others as you’d have them do unto you and stop being
hippo critical in life as the more your lie and each time you do something who you lecture against
or try to advice others to do, the worse and more damage you do to yourself.
If in doubt shut the fuck up and leave people alone.
Always good to quote your sources and check your fact or qualify it as someone said this to cover
your ass.
Facts are rarely if ever facts more a case of we believe this because of this., please state what was
done, or what you witnessed to make you come to that belief set as it generally save time effort and
energy elsewhere.
People using torture and force in order to silence who people who were able to formulate their own
conclusions from their own experiments in an effort to safeguard their own paycheck and their own
propaganda machine will find that it will come back on them harder the longer and more they abuse
those rights because it doesn’t change the fact that they are complete and utter scum.
Mental health and the entire medical industry were warned centuries ago that they are only tolerated
if they help and safeguards were suggested like he Hippocratic oath to stop them all doctors being
rounded up and killed and yet they are flagrantly annoying that advice even though the reasons for
pointed out have been pointed out loads of time.
They have sown the seeds of their own destruction and will not and never will be tolerated here,
their qualifications are anema in their entirety and we no longer respect anyone else’s
recommendation at all unless we look and given them the benefit of the doubt which could always
be over turned if new evidence comes to light.
You destroyed Britain, and you destroyed the world and we needed to be in Europe to stop a war
notwithstanding stop seems to mean slow as for some reasons people stopped explaining the
reasons or how to do things and people forgot what was discovered and already known much like
the dark ages, and other periods of history people turn to evil again.

Is this settling the scores of the last life? Or is everyone else getting off on conflict and war?
The concept of academic doctors getting off on destrotyi8ng humanity, whod have thought it, their
entire profession and NHS complete and utter scum.
Now if you excuse me I think I will factor some time in to watch the film amen or eloise or do
some of the other tasks I need to do, least I take a break and come back and add more to this essay
The reason and logic to write it up was in my head and then I came to the computer and came to
recapturing it, to do it justice seems to escape me at this current time as it sounded really good when
thinking about it but the thoughts tend to replace the previous thoughts and well writing it up in
physical form, so sucks if necessary at all.
which it shouldn’t be though I thought trying to write some stuff up would help, bit presumptuous
mind.
People who look to control and limit other people, bad news. People who help others expand their
own horizons thinking and ability and demonstrate ability at improving quality of life much better
as the democratic remit is to improve quality of life efficiently and pro-actively thus avoiding the
slide by countries, religions and organisations into war.
Avoid saying no to people, look to ways to factor them in, to help them achieve what they wanted
or ways to use their skill set to help you and them out in turn.
People in positions of power who stopped wanting to listen to the people, hear people out really
shouldn’t be in those positions at all, as they should hear them out and be able to point out and
explain everything they missed or didn’t consider to justify the reason for them being in that
position to begin with.
All I’ve seen lately is a load of stroppy people who keep falling to intimidation, scaremongering
bribery lies and fear to try and maintain their positions and keep their neck out of a noose.
Way too many ‘suicides’ reported in the criminal justice system.
Given torture and scaremongering has been used for people to plead guilty in the justice system, no
conviction is worth the paper or computer it’s printed on, and as such is grounds for over turning
any government saying people shouldn’t be ale to overturn a conviction as Britain does for having
pleaded guilty is generally indicative of a corrupt nation that has problems at its core.
As people pleading guilty to things they shouldn’t be out of fear or brain washing at someone
manipulating against their best interests is generally deemed a very good reason to perhaps over
turn all convictions the system ever did.
So much bad legal advice and lawyers paid by the system to shut people up rather than arguing to
their best of the ability and pointing things out, psychologists, lawyers, the NHS sold the people out
a long, long time ago and I have no idea why.
Not that it matters doesn’t change the fact and knowledge that they do. Ignorance is bliss and so
much for the romantic comedy angle at all and its always interesting how certain groups and sub
sets of the population got conditioned and groomed into believing bullshit and allowed themselves

to be herded like sheep into T 4 wards, concentration camps and well death perhaps in the trenches
of world war one, rwanda or elsewhere as I reflect on all the abuses and genocide of humanity, and
go like anything I say is ever going to make a difference with mad man intent on the utter
destruction, annihilation and the grooming of person kind into stupidity for life.
Sheriff of Nottingham, something vexes thee?
Disclaimer: Essay still at draft stage and still needs to be sense check by me at some other point in
time 17/4/2017 as that would involve me having to leave it alone and reread it and change, adjust
and add everything i’ve missed.
Way too many occasions where s word gets missed or another word replaced by internalise and
what you think you have written isn’t what you intended at all as some replaces or skipped words
can switch context around or leave holes that are exploited by other people with intent to cause
problems elsewhere perhaps at a later point in time or just make it look like goblygook if your brain
switches synch.
That means think about things, and point issues out in order to help improve things if you think it
will help , necessary and worth the time. That is obviously unpaid and there is only so much time I
want to devote to this type of thing.

